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Linda and Pet Services Plus are a godsend! I have found my angel for my little pack of dogs, who are my
second children.
I was going on vacation and my arrangements for my dogs fell through pretty much at the last minute
and I was frantic. My little pack mean the world to me and it was important that I be able to keep them
at home in their own environment while I was away; however I dont trust just anyone with them as they
have their own challenges and personalities so it was important that I found someone who would
respect them and me.
I have five dogs: an 11 year old female Australian Sheppard mix, a 5 year old female Puggle, a 1.5 year
old male Lab/Boxer mix, a 3 year old Pit/Basset mix and a 4 month old male Italian Greyhound.
With only a few days to spare I called Pet Services Plus and spoke to Linda and within minutes I knew I
found the right person. I was very forthright in explaining that the activity level is high in my house and
the two bigger boys occasionally would cross from playing well together to dominance disputes. The
disputes could be very offsetting to witnesses and I was fearful that anyone watching them would
immediately decline in watching them. Not Linda!
We set up a meet and greet with my pack in order that she could gain full exposure to their
personalities, behaviors and routine. During her visit she was gleefully and overzealously greeted by the
four younger kids and the boys had a dominance dispute. I braced myself for Linda to gracefully decline
the challenge of watching my dogs, and I would not have blamed her. I was also expecting a bit of
admonishment for my dogs issues as a lack of abilities in being able to curb such behavior in other
words a smack on the hand for being a bad dog-mommy in not being able to control their disputes.
Not Linda! Not only did she ease my fears with the disputes she also treated me with great respect
supporting me in recognizing the challenge and offered suggestions on the spot as well as offering to
help me upon my return.
She spent considerable time with my pack which demonstrated to me her professionalism and her true
love and respect for pets. What a rare quality and I knew immediately that I had found a gem.
Her professionalism exceeded my expectations: she took detailed notes during her visit, she followed up
with me the day before to confirm plans, she communicated with me throughout my trip and even sent
me a picture the day before I returned to show my little pack eagerly waiting my return. Although I
knew at the time of the picture they were eagerly waiting for a treat, I thought it was an awesome
touch. She even touched base with me the day of my arrival just to ensure my pups were taken care of

up to the time that I arrived home; which was invaluable as my flight was delayed.
When I arrived home I found a detailed description of each one of her visits and held such positive
comments about my pack. She even took the extra step of following up with me after I was home to see
how my pups were doing. I cannot express how appreciative I am for each and every step she took with
me and my pack.
Beyond my progress report I also found my home in wonderful shape, clean and in order; but most
importantly, I found five happy dogs who were behaving themselves quite nicely. Im not even sure they
missed me!
Linda has offered to help me going forward in implementing positive training and I will absolutely be
utilizing her skill as a professional dog trainer.
My little pack is such an important part of my life, any one who knows me knows all about them. I
posted the picture Linda sent me on Facebook with a glowing comment about Linda. I have raved about
her to friends and family and will continue to do so.
I highly recommend Linda and Pet Services Plus for anyone who wants a trustworthy, caring professional
to care for their pets as they would themselves. I was also confident that my home was being tended to
as well.
One would think the cost for this excellence would exorbitant but one would be wrong! Their rates are
reasonable especially for such a challenging economic environment. My friend boarded his one dog
during our trip. His cost was not much less than mine and my dogs got the added benefit of being able
to stay home and be comfortable in their own home while being cared for by a dependable, loving
professional.
In a time where skepticism is rampant I believe in giving praise and appreciation when it is due, and
Linda is absolutely deserving of more than what I have offered in this unsolicited recommendation. As a
matter of fact, she is completely unaware that I am writing this.
Quite simply if your pets are your kids and you will only accept the best caregiver for them then you only
want Linda and Pet Services Plus.
Sincerely,
Lisa K. McDonald

